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Executive summary
In the Description of Work (DoW) it was detailed that the needs of the community will be assessed
during the first six months of the project (Task 1.1). During the next three months the consortium was
to come up with a selection of hardware fulfilling a maximum of the requested requirements with the
resources available (Task 1.2). It was detailed that this deliverable (D1.1) would contain the outcome
of these tasks - it would specify hardware for Best Practice in Robotics addressing modularity and
interoperability aspects.
The approach to Task 1.1 was to first evaluate a questionnaire previously conducted among the
EURON community as described in Section 2. The outcome of this questionnaire, described in detail
in Section 2.2, was that the community would see the real benefit of a common research platform, as
long as this platform is modular enough to allow diverse research topics and the overall cost would be
lower than the alternatives. If this "hardware kit" includes all components required for mobile
manipulation, the hardware kit would allow conduction of the majority of mobile manipulation research
topics. The consortium will use the results of this questionnaire analysis together with its own
experiences to select hardware, for example, for the showcases described in work package 5.
Experiences made during the conduction and the evaluation of this first questionnaire was also
valuable for later work in this work package.
The analysis of the first questionnaire provides a broad overview of the needs of the community. To
provide more in-depth feedback for a specific piece of hardware the KUKA lightweight robot (LWR)
was chosen as a use case and a second questionnaire, described in Section 3, was conducted to get
feedback about the requirements of an interface to a robotic manipulator. It was conducted within the
BRICS consortium and during a workshop at the EURON Annual Meeting 2009. The results of the
questionnaire were analysed and some of the conclusions can be found in Section 3.1. The Fast
Research Interface for the KUKA LWR is designed based on these results and the KUKA's own
experiences and preferences. The FRI is described in some detail in Section 3.2. The results will also
be useful when developing interfaces for other hardware.
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All questionnaire responses were combined with the collective experience of the principal
investigators. The definition of the showcases was also driven forward. It was important to determine
the hardware needs of these early to ensure all necessary components would be available within
BRICS. During the process the needs within the consortium were also considered (Section 4).
While the results of these two questionnaires were in line with the DoW, the consortium decided that it
could serve the community better if another questionnaire was conducted. Based on the results of the
former two activities the consortium developed this third questionnaire to explore the community’s
needs with respect to functionality in more detail. To maximise usefulness and the response rate the
questionnaire was also discussed with experts in questionnaire design. The questionnaire and its
outcome are detailed in Section 5.
The conclusions are that the community has a great need for common research platforms and that it is
possible to provide platforms which will satisfy the needs of a broad spectrum of research interests.
Most important are usability, modularity, extendibility, and price. These conclusions are detailed in
Section 6.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable describes the approach taken, progress made and the obtained results with respect to
Tasks 1.1 and 1.2. In this section the two tasks will be introduced briefly to set the context of the work
presented. The following sections will detail the steps taken towards the completion of the tasks. Some
conclusions are drawn in the final chapter.
Task 1.1 is concerned with determining a broader range of the community’s needs. Several steps are
described to be to ensure the involvement of the community:
•

The results of a questionnaire conducted within the EURON community before the start of
BRICS are to be analysed, mainly as input to the third questionnaire to be developed

•

A second questionnaire targets the community’s needs with respect to the hardware
interfaces.

•

A third questionnaire covers a broader range of the communities needs with respect to
functionality.

Task 1.2 uses the results of Task 1.1 and, by considering the resources available to the consortium,
determines how existing platforms and components can be put to best possible use for the community.
The goal here is not to develop new hardware but to ensure that BRICS maximises the usefulness to
the community of the provided systems, interfaces and models.

2. Analysis of the EURON questionnaire
2.1. The questionnaire
The questions of the conducted questionnaire and the replies can be summarised as follows.

2.1.1.

Question 1: Would you be in favour of having one or several
commercially available platforms which could be used as research
platforms for future robotics research?

Statistically the answers to this question can be represented as shown in this graph. Many of the
replies were more detailed and can be summarised by the following bullets:
•

The costs need to be reasonable.

•

The participants would enjoy the comfort of having working systems available.

•

There are some concerns whether these platforms would be flexible enough to allow for novel
research. A modular platform is considered a must.

•

The platform needs an open architecture and good documentation.
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Would you be in favor of having one or several commercially available platforms
which could be used as research platforms for future robotics research?
30

Number of replies

25
20
15
10
5
0
Yes

No

Neither "Yes" or "No"

Reply

Figure 1: Replies to question 1

2.1.2.

Question 2: For which research areas would you like to have a research
platform and what would be an ideal configuration of such a platform?

A choice of several research areas was given as can be seen from the values stated in the graph
below. Multiple answers were possible. The more detailed replies were analysed and the most
important points made were:
•

A major concern, besides the cost of the robotic system itself, are the costs due to the
environment or the task (e.g. in medical robotics)

•

Tasks / applications / research goals mentioned:

•

o

Force-controlled deburring

o

Robot assisted surgery

o

Platform with 2, 4 or 6 wheels / legs

o

Robot assistant in manufacturing

o

Mobile manipulation in human environments

o

Robot perception platform with a collection of algorithms for calibration, sensor fusion
and 3D representations

o

Modular architecture that will allow the integration of further sensors

o

Differential and omni-directional drives for indoor and outdoor applications

o

Doubts that “universal” platforms can be designed for some of these purposes

o

Haptics

o

Manipulators with more than 6 degrees of freedom

o

Mobile platform for heavy payloads

o

Mid-sized humanoid platforms

o

Parallel robots (cooperating?)

o

Cognitive robotics

o

Flying robots

I/O devices and sensors mentioned:
o

Vision (incl. omni-directional and 3D)

o

Sonar / Laser scanners
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o

Other Time-of-flight (ToF) sensors

o

Sound (input and output)

o

Touch screen.

o

E-nose

o

Inertial sensors, rate gyros, inclinometers

o

GPS (mostly outdoor but also indoor)
For which research areas would like to have a research platform and what would
be an ideal configuration of such a platform?

Number of replies

12
10
8
6
4
2
other

task-planning
and execution

robot perception

human-robot
interaction

robot hands and
grippers

stationary
manipulation
(one-arm/twoarm)
mobile
manipulation
(one-arm/twoarm)

legged robotics

wheeled mobile
robotics
(indoor/outdoor)

0

Research areas

Figure 2: Replies to question 2

2.1.3.

Question 3: In which potential application areas would you like to have
a research platform

Here a set of predefined application areas was to be chosen from. The numerical evaluation can be
viewed in the included graph. One of the more detailed replies mentioned “animats”. Two of those
responding mentioned a concern that concentrating on the application area may distract from the real
issues. Research efforts should ensure a generality, which makes the results reusable for many
domains.
In which potential application areas would you like to have a research platform

Number of replies

25
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15
10
5
other

educational robotics

extraterrestrial robotics

underwater robotics

aerial robotics

field robotics (ground
vehicles)

humanoid/anthropomorp
hic robotics

service robotics (indoor
including rehabilitation
and medical)

industrial robotics and
automation

0

Application Areas

Figure 3: Replies to question 3
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Question 4: Which requirements for a research platform does your
research impose on the following aspects

Some of the respondents voiced some confusion regarding the exact meaning of this question. Most
replies were in line with what was expected though. The numerical presentation of the results can be
viewed below. The assumption is that the respondents selected the options if they had relevant
special requirements. The more detailed replies can be summarised as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Locomotion (wheeled, legged, flying, swimming/floating)
o

Capability to move on unstructured / all terrain environment

o

Articulated wheeled

o

Long life batteries

o

Predominantly wheeled, some legged and flying

o

Omni-directional

o

Holonomic walking

o

Cheap wheeled platform for education

Manipulation (one-/two-armed)
o

Torque controlled two-arm manipulation

o

Compliant joints with stiffness control

Grasping (gripper vs. anthropomorphic hands)
o

Should be able to handle everyday objects

o

If flexible enough, grippers are preferred as easier controllable and more robust

Sensor equipment
o

Please refer to question 2 for a list of types of sensors

o

Localisation, terrain reconstruction and obstacle avoidance capabilities

o

Drivers for hardware must be open source

o

All types of proprioceptors

Operating system (OS)
o

Linux

o

Windows CE

o

similar to POSIX

o

Real-time

o

Open source if possible to avoid patent or copyright issues

o

The OS of the build host should not be restricted by the OS of the controller

Programming and development environment
o

“Matlab for robotics”

o

JIT compiled languages preferred for security reasons

o

Low-level languages (Fortran, C, C++…) increase development time (but another user
requested C++)

o

High-level languages (Prolog, Ruby, Matlab) are too domain specific

o

Ready to use modules / library

o

Open source

Middleware and communication software
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Other
o

Scale should be compatible with human centred environments

o

Modular mechanical hardware

o

Consider white papers (EURON, CLAWAR…)

o

Simulation software

other

middleware and
communication
software

programming and
development
environment

operating system

sensor equipment

grasping (gripper
vs.
anthropomorphic
hands)

manipulation (one/two-armed)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
locomotion
(wheeled, legged,
flying,
swimming/floating)

Number of replies

Which requirements for a research platform does your research impose on

Requirements

Figure 4: Replies to question 4

2.1.5.

Question 5: Which other demands would you make on a research
platform in terms of the following aspects

Again the numerical representation below indicates how many responses were received for each of
the given aspects. In some cases, however, the respondents just ticked all or most boxes meaning
that they require these aspects without stating their specific requirements. Those stated are
summarised here:
•

•

•

Access to low-level hardware and software components
o

Mentioned as most important several times

o

Needs to be open

o

Documentation and source code need to be available

o

Good APIs with direct access into logically coherent operations will render low-level
access unnecessary

o

Should allow for torque control

Availability of basic capabilities for navigation and manipulation (via APIs and software
libraries)
o

Mentioned as second most important several times

o

Odometry, vision, and collision avoidance

o

Implement by supporting e.g. Player/Stage?

Architectural concepts and structures
o

Mentioned as important but not critical
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Task level programming
o

Mentioned as useful but not critical

o

Up to the programmer, hard to find a standard here

Autonomy
o

Independent of external power source for 2-4 hours

o

Independent of external computing power?

Modularity
o

It is most important to develop modules not robots

o

Modularity in mechanics, hardware and software

o

Define standards

o

Look at CLAWAR Network’s and ISO Standardisation Committee’s work

o

Also with respect to sensor integration

o

Modules to be usable for both, wheeled and legged robots

Configurability
o

Also with respect to sensor integration

o

Important w.r.t. software

Extensibility
o

Need to be able to integrate own work

o

USB Ports

o

Digital and analogue I/Os

o

Robust D/C power supply with several voltages

o

Fixtures allowing to add hardware

Simulation
o

Important

o

Matlab like environment

o

Open to extensions from community

o

Implement through e.g. Player/Stage or Webots (Cyberobotics)

o

High-fidelity, realistic, 3D simulation

o

Enable simulation of sensor and motor properties

o

Lack of open source or free software

Power supply
o

Batteries are mentioned

o

Capacity/size ratio

o

Battery management systems should be incorporated to reduce costs due to wasted
batteries

•

Other

•

Comments on all aspects
o

Several respondents mentioned that all aspects should be open source
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o

Open source with standardised APIs

o

Open source approach would allow libraries to develop

o

Has to be economical (absolute and as a cost-benefit ratio)

o

The risk of 'basic capabilities' libraries is that they have a tendency to become very
high-level, preventing the development of alternative approaches (as one using a
specific algorithm is already available)
Which other demands would you make on a research platform in
terms of
8

Number of replies

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

other

power supply

simulation

extensibility

configurability

modularity

autonomy

task level
programming

access to
low-level
hardware and
availability of
basic
capabilities
architectural
concepts and
structures

0

Demands

Figure 5: Replies to question 5

2.1.6.

Question 6: On which level would you want to access the platform

The pretty much unanimous opinion here was that access is required at all three levels, depending on
the research interests of the user. The platform should provide levels of abstraction allowing users to
ignore levels that are not important to them (e.g. during teaching), but the possibility to modify low
levels whenever necessary.
On which level would you want to access the platform
14

Number of replies

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
full access to hardware and
software

APIs on the control level
(high cycle times, high
bandwidth)

APIs on task level (low cycle
times, low bandwidth)

Levels

Figure 6: Replies to question 6

2.1.7.

Question 7: Which budget do you have available for a platform as
specified above

As the users had not always concentrated on a specific platform above, they found it hard to reply to
this question. The following detailed replies were made:
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•

One respondent mentioned that one of the most important factors for him when deciding how
much to pay would be the quality of the documentation and the source code.

•

Some indicated they would not trust a product for less than €15k to be very useful.

•

Researchers working on swarm robotics may think in terms of one price for a set of X robots.

•

For teaching platforms a price tag of €1000/robot was mentioned to allow the lecturer to
purchase enough robots for the whole class.

•

Another important factor is how many researchers can access the platform simultaneously.
Which budget do you have available for a platform as specified above
12

Number of replies

10
8
6
4
2
0
between 0 and
15.000 EUR

between 15.000 and
50.000 EUR

between 50.000 and
100.000 EUR

more than 100.000
EUR

Available budget braket

Figure 7: Replies to question 7

2.1.8.

Question 8: If the cost for the platform, which suits your needs best,
would exceed your budget by far, which of the scenarios below would
you prefer to still get access to and work on a high-tech robotics
platform

This question is not relevant to this deliverable, but to the last task of work package 1 (Access
models). However, for completeness a short review of the results is included here.
•

No agreement was found between those that stated an order of preference. Marginally the
most common answer was “Option 3, Option 1, Option 2 in decreasing order of preference”.

•

A leased platform should cost around €1000/month

•

The second option is seen as a good option if several institutes at the same location work on
the same project, but not ideal if they are located physically far apart.
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Number of replies

If the cost for the platform, which suits your needs best, would exceed your
budget by far, which of the scenarios below would you prefer to still get access
to and work on a high-tech robotics platform
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
renting or leasing a platform

teaming up with other
perform your research on a
research labs for purchasing simulator in early stages and
a common platform and
then travel at your own
sharing the cost
budget to a facility which
provides access to platforms
as a commercial service
Access models

Figure 8: Replies to question 8

2.2. Conclusions drawn from this questionnaire
The main concern of this questionnaire was to determine the need for a common research platform
and to determine how the usefulness of such a platform could be maximised. It can be concluded that
such platforms are desperately needed, but some conditions need to be met.
The main advantage of such a common platform is to have a system that reduces the set up costs and
set up time requirements. However, this is only the case if the system allows the researcher to adjust it
to his or her needs. Furthermore, the cost of the system and the necessary alterations must be low
enough to justify the expense. While no clear picture of the appropriate cost emerged due to the wide
spread of requirements, there was some indication. Systems costing more than €50k could be too
expensive. It was clear that leasing or joint ownership of such platforms may be a good way of
spreading the load over more shoulders. The researchers hope that good documentation and a
developing community would allow them to make use of the system quickly.
If all modules required for wheeled mobile manipulation were available, then a large proportion of the
suggested applications and research areas could be met. Ideally the system would be modular for two
reasons. Firstly, this would reduce the costs for researchers only interested in a certain aspect such as
mobility. Secondly, if a modular approach is used it can be considered a given that research teams
may configure the systems to meet their individual needs (e.g., special configuration of sensors or
grippers). The requirements, for example, with regards to configuration or physical properties of the
robot, were detailed and varied.
While researchers may be more concerned with fundamental issues, these issues are often explored
in the context of an application. A significant majority of the respondents were interested in ground
based service robotic tasks. Other significant areas were industrial and educational robotics.
Depending on the focus of their research, the level at which the teams wanted to be able to control the
robots varied significantly. A modular hardware approach would best be complemented by an interface
allowing higher level access to make the programming of the system easy, but also making low level
control possible if this is the area of interest. Some researchers seem to be asking for full control just
because they do not trust the supplied controllers or because they think fewer resources have to be
committed to implementing or applying their own controller than to learn how to use a controller
supplied with the system.
One last conclusion from this questionnaire was that a slightly different approach had to be developed
for future questionnaires to either give the respondents more flexibility for their answers (and to
thereby obtain more detail) or to focus on comparable answers and replies.
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3. Analysis of the Fast Research Interface Requirements
The first questionnaire conducted in this work package concerned the interfaces to robotic
components to be developed in BRICS. The questionnaire concentrated on manipulators in general
and the KUKA lightweight robot (LWR) specifically. This information had to be collected early as it
would serve as input for other devices as well and the manipulator had to become usable for the
consortium early to allow for other work to be conducted. It was also essential for the development of
the use cases. This section describes and analyses the collected replies to the questionnaire.
The following fundamental questions were to be answered by the questionnaire:
•

What use case are you thinking of?

•

What kind of interface is required, from your point of view, for this use case?

•

Which information do you want to exchange and at what rate?

•

How will the user try to access the interface? What kind of protocols would the user like?

•

Which operating modes should the interface support?

The answers to these questions will result in questions the hardware supplier needs to ask himself:
•

(How) will it be possible to write an interface which will satisfy the requests above that will
work with his basic system?

•

How should the interface deal with requests that could break the robot or could result in
dangerous situations (e.g. communication failure).

3.1. The questionnaire
The considerations stated in the introduction to this section were kept in mind when designing the
questionnaire. The headings of the following subsections are the questions that were asked and the
answers given are summarised in each subsection. The conclusions are partially contained within
these summaries. As a final result the interface developed in part based on the findings of this
questionnaire is presented in Section 3.2.

3.1.1.

Question 1: What is the use case of your intended application in the
context of an open interface?

This question was asked to find out what kind of work and research people wanted to do with the robot
and to understand better why they are requesting certain functionalities. The following use cases were
named.
•

Picking up things in an industrial setting using a novel hand design

•

Pick and place tasks in a home or office setting including simple manipulation

•

“Peg in hole” tasks
o

Challenging peg-hole clearances

o

Insert a key in a key hole and take it out again

•

Advanced assembly and manufacturing tasks where the robot is adapted in real time based
on sensor / process model information

•

Visual servoing tasks

•

Use robot to carry an instrument where the redundancy is controlled and using 10Hz
mechanical bandwidth and a sensor communicating at 1kHz.

•

Calligraphy

•

Vibration damping ( the robot already compensates for vibrations)

•

Research in control algorithms

•

10 Hz multi-TCP „force“ control (or other sensor)
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It can be seen that the robot will be used for a variety of use cases. As these use cases are to different
to be unified, the interface can not be unified either. However, the use cases could be divided into two
groups. The first group consisted of various applications which could be solved using the standard
KRC lr controller if this was to be equipped with an additional fast interface. This solution was
realisable relatively fast and was therefore implemented resulting in the Fast Research Interface (FRI).
The second group of applications are based, to some extend on mobility. This requires a small
controller, it means the robot and controller have to run on battery power, the controller must operate
without the control panel (KCP), and several safety issues need to be overcome. This problem can
only be solved in the mid or long term.

3.1.2.

Question 2: Which information should be exchanged on a cyclical /
noncyclical basis?

The following lists all replies given as an answer to this question:
•

The robot should report is pose as well as the velocity and force vectors, all in Joint and
Cartesian space.

•

It should be possible to set the TCP in Joint and Cartesian space.

•

It should be possible to find out the planned trajectory.

•

The gripper position and sensor data.

•

It should be possible to find out about interrupt events and where in the program we were.

•

Low level interfacing is required so that the robotics hand and arm can used as one cinematic
chain through an impedance controller.

3.1.3.

Question 3: What cyclical frequencies are necessary? How much data
would you like to transfer?

This question received a variety of answers:
•

The amount of date to be transferred would be relatively little for the robot (about 1KB per
cycle) but much larger for the sensors (>1MB).

•

Outputs should be delivered as fast as possible (1kHz?)

•

It should be possible to command the robot, depending on the application, at a mechanical
rate of 10 to 30 Hz.

•

If the robot can be considered stiff, then 250Hz will be sufficient.

•

If it is necessary to compensate for vibrations or bending, 1 to 5kHz are required.

The wish list of Questions 2 and 3 was combined with the list of data that would have to be transferred
to use all features of the robot. It was concluded that a frequency of 1kHz would (more than) satisfy
most use cases. This resulted in the following list of inputs and outputs:
The interface should provide the following outputs:
•

•

•

Measurements (at 1 kHz)
o

Joint position

o

Cartesian position of TCP

o

External torque

o

Estimated external force at TCP

Trajectory generation (currently valid commanded values)
o

Desired joint position

o

Desired cartesian position

A set of configurable variables from KRL (KUKK Robot Language)
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Current control mode

The input should also allow for the following inputs:
•

•

3.1.4.

Position control
o

Joint position

o

Joint speed

o

Cartesian position

o

Cartesian speed

o

Nullspace configuration

Compliance issues: To use all features of the lightweight robots one has to consider three
factors:
o

Stiffness

o

Desired commanded position

o

Forces or torques that can be superposed

o

Wave variables

Question 4: What kind of medium would you prefer (select from the list
below)?

a) (TCPIP/UDP) Socket connecting an external computer. What (RT)OS will you use within the
context of this interface?
b) Fieldbus, e.g. CAN, EtherCAT, ProfiNet connecting an external computer
c) Shared Memory inside VxWorks (Do you have experience with such a setup?)
d) Other
The following replies were given to this question:
•

a) using Windows, Linux or MacOS.

•

a) with RT Linux

•

a) UDP with Linux

•

a) and b) using EtherCAT and QNet.

•

b) Ethernet

•

b) CAN or EtherCAT

•

c) Some mention experience with VxWorks, QMX and RTAI

•

d) USB as compatible with “normal” PC networks

•

d) low level digital I/O

3.1.5.

Question 5: Concerning Question 2, what additional information should
be provided, to use the sketched interface?

The following was mentioned in the context of this question:
•

Good documentation

•

Implementation examples with explanations  tutorials?

•

To increase robustness each degree of freedom should have an additional line

•

Configuration information such as the number of connections allowed
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•

Information about the internal state the robot is in (e.g., warnings, failure modes, saturation of
drives…)

•

Information about real time performance of VxWorks threat (e.g., jitter latency, memory
usages, stack overflow…)

3.1.6.

Question 6: Concerning Question 3, how should the Robot Controller
react to irregular communication or lost packages

Here the questionnaire asked to consider a situation where, for example, the cyclic time had been set
to 1msec, but the incoming telegrams were jittering between 0.5 and 4msec. Those interviewed
offered the following replies:
•

Provide a log of what happend

•

Go to low impedance mode

•

Generate error Message + put control to a “safety-controller“

•

Interpolate

•

It should be configurable how the robot reacts:
o

Robot stops and stays at the last position.

o

Robot continues until next packet arrives

It can be seen that the replies here were not very clear at times. Does the first reply mean “go to a
save mode” similar to the second reply listed here? If yes, it is not clear what such a safe mode should
be. We suspect the person asking to “interpolate” meant the system should “extrapolate”. But even if
that is correct it is not clear on what data one should extrapolate. This is not clear what the robot
should do if it “continues” and how long it should keep on doing that.

3.1.7.

Question 7: Is safety an issue to you?

With this question we tried to find out how concerned the user was with regards to “machine safety”
(i.e. keeping the material safe from harm) and “man-machine safety” (i.e. preventing the machine from
harming people). What kind of measures implemented directly in the controller would the user be
willing to accept in order to ensure one or both of these aspects of safety? Those that completed the
questionnaire replied as follows:
•

The robot should adhere to the 80W limit stated in ISO 10218.

•

Impedance should be controllable

•

It should be possible to adjust or limit the power consumption and to set limits which would
activate a safety controller.

•

It should be impossible to send commands which would damage the robot via the interface
(excluding external collisions of course).

•

Humans should not be in danger.
o

The robot should stop if high external forces occur.

o

It should be possible to set velocity limits.

Again, these replies are not precise enough to make decisions without further knowledge (but of
course it helped us to make the “right” choices). These choices concerned, for example, which
frequencies should be allowed and whether (and how) to monitor the input signals to prevent
mechanical harm as far as possible. A question may be what happens if the user changes from low to
high impedance at a moment when the robot is quite far from its desired position? Mathematically the
controller would command infinite forces, but this needs to be prevented. What kind of strategy should
the controller use to reach the desired situation as quickly as possible? Can the reaction be
appropriate without additional domain information?
Considering machine safety the following issues apply to the different control schemes:
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Position control
o

What do you do if the user commands include “jitter”?

o

You could perform some kind of filtering, but this would influence performance.

o

You could also extra- or interpolate, but based on what rule?

Speed control
o

Jitter is not an issue here, but how do you ensure safety during transitions?

o

But, how can the robot controller perform context checks?

Torque control
o

The robot can move very fast, if an inappropriate torque is commanded.

o

The user would have to set up their own torque controller (including damping etc.)

Question 8: How is your intended interface embedded within KRL
(KUKA Robot Language)?

KUKA is assuming that the users will benefit from using the KUKA look & feel if they are planning to
commercialise any of their results, especially if existing KUKA customers were concerned. The users
were asked what alternatives they see to using KRL. What would they use to describe their tasks and
what kind of tool chain would they use? The following tool chains were mentioned:
•

20Sim, 4C and dCSP/CTC++

•

If our tools could generate KRL code then KRL would be fine with us.

•

OroCos

•

Please supply an API controllable using any standard programming language such as C/C++

•

We would like to implement our own control algorithms

3.1.9.

Question 9 and 10: What parts of the KUKA controller you’d like to
reuse / replace w.r.t Question 1?

The respondents generally replied that they did not know enough about the controller to give adequate
replies to this question. One important aspect was that they would like to have a small (build size)
controller which could be used on mobile robots ( power supply issues). The only functionality they
would definitely want to use is the safety controller.

3.2. Developing the FRI based on the findings of the questionnaire
Based on the conclusions drawn above and the feedback from the questionnaire the FRI was
designed. The objective was to build an interface that enables researchers to perform their research
and release them from “reinventing the wheel” (i.e., developing controller features that already exist),
e.g.:
•

Build a completely new robot system

•

Check sanity of the robot system (motors, gears, power supply)

•

Fieldbus infrastructure (Digital/Analog IO)

•

Move the robot to predefined positions

KUKA came up with a short-term realisation of a „Fast Research Interface” (FRI) based on the KUKA
Robot Controller KRC2 lr
•

Open to the research community

•

Subject to radical change (no backward-compatibility)

•

No „10 year“ maintenance of the very same behaviour of the interface
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Interplay with KRC/KRL

The FRI has the following features:
•

Cyclic timeframe: range 1 - 100 ms

•

Several control modes of lightweight robot can be utilized

•

o

Joint specific position control

o

Joint specific impedance control

o

Cartesian impedance control

Interplay to KRL Programs (scripting features)
o

Superposition of LIN/PTP/CIRC Motions

o

Standard robot programming and operation

o

Touchup - Teaching

o

Selection of control mode

o

“TrigByContact” for mating tasks

o

“DesiredForce”

o

“VirtualBox”

o

Safety system and switches (Test T1/T2, Automatic)

o

Fieldbus infrastructure

Once the interface had been finalised it was tried out by KUL and KUKA. A demonstrator was
prepared for the LWR Info Day in September 2009 which took place in Augsburg and Wessling. Here
two LWRs were integrated with each other. One LWR served as the haptic input device for the other.
The control of each robot was handled by the KUKA controllers and the overall system was managed
by the KUL system which interfaced to the KUKA controllers via FRI.

3.2.1.

The FRI interface

A brief overview of the interface is given here. Full technical details are available in the documentation
supplied with the interface. The users are able to connect using the following means:
•

Simple UDP socket communication, simple binary communication.

•

C++ sample code (“SDK”) included to facilitate porting to several different operating systems.

•

Operating systems that have already been used in early tests:
o

QNX

o

VxWorks

o

Windows

o

Linux
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Figure 9: concept of FRI from a user perspective

Figure 10: The FRI is based on a state machine allowing the user to connect to the interface
and send commands. The connection can be terminated if its quality does not meet the
required standards.
The user has to establish the connection using one of the means detailed above. He can then start
using the FRI by issuing the KRL command “friOpen”. The FRI operates in several states as illustrated
in Figure 10. Below some of the details are explained.
•

Command „friOpen“
o

FRI is opened

o

UDP socket is opened and communication to remote computer started

o

(Fixed) timing is specified by user; any timing between 1 and 100ms is allowed

o

Timing is validated by the controller (vital for further modes of operation)

o

Data exchange with KRL interpreter commences
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Change of LWR-specific control modes possible

Command „friStart“
o

Commands from remote computer are enabled

o

Several control modes are available

o

o



Position control



Cartesian stiffness control



Joint stiffness control

Levels of „autonomy“


Superposition of KRL based trajectory



Autonomous trajectory generation

Safety limits are specified


Safety check limits (speed, acceleration etc.)
can be shrunk by user



Vital for developing software

•

User definable for the interplay with KRL: 16 Real values, 16 Integer values, 16 Booleans

•

The KRC controller communicates the following information to the remote computer
o

o

•

•

Administrative data


Control strategy



Timestamp



State of the drives (on/off)



User defined variables



„House Keeping Data“, like temperatures etc.

Robot data


Measured position



Commanded position (interpolated from controller)



Measured torque



Estimated external torque



Jacobian



Mass matrix



Gravity

The remote computer is required to send the following information to the KRC. The exact
nature of the variables and which ones are required depends on the chosen control mode
(position, joint, or impedance).
o

Desired position

o

Desired velocity

o

Superimposed torque

o

Stiffness spring constant

o

Stiffness damping factor

The underlying control laws are given in the documentation, allowing the user to change the
behaviour of the robot by changing parameters.
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Safety concerns were also considered during the design, but the user is responsible to ensure
adequate separation between humans and machine to prevent injury.
o

All operating modes (Test – T1/T2) (Automatic) are supported

o

Strict observation of joint speeds

o

Strict observation of specified timing (sample rates)

o

Losing too many packages will eventually stop the robot

o

Not adhering to the specified timing will eventually stop the robot

o

User can shrink safety limits for the sake of software development

Concluding it can be said, that the FRI was developed based on the requirements of the users which
were assessed based on the questionnaires described in Sections 2 and 3. The FRI allows the users
to start using the KUKA lightweight robot by following a few easy steps:
1. Port the KUKA sample application to the target operation system & compiler
2. Understand the mechanisms (by playing with the running sample application)
3. Integrate the FRI into the research software system
4. Done
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Figure 11: The remote computer has to stick to rules to keep the connection open.
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4. Hardware requirements of the showcases
The hardware requirements of the BRICS showcases were also analysed. They are described in detail
in Deliverable D5.1. An overview of the hardware requirements of the showcases is given in Section
2.2 and detailed descriptions for each showcase are given in Section 3 of D5.1. The following systems
are currently in use within the consortium and will provide input here:
•

BlueBotics Platform

•

IPA Care-O-Bot 3

•

IPA rob@work 2

•

KUKA omniRob

•

KUKA Lightweight Robot

•

BRSU Johnny

The requirements of the community can be derived from questions 4 and 5 (Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5)
of the first questionnaire. Further information will be collected using the third questionnaire. Based on
the findings of this questionnaire and the detailed analysis of the requirements of the showcases, the
hardware required will be determined. It is already clear that one important aspect to be considered is
how to connect non-holonomic mobile platforms to holonomic arms and head devices and how to
manage the control of such a system. Work on this topic is ongoing in WP5. All findings of the
questionnaires and this investigation will be presented in an update of this deliverable.

5. Functional requirements of the community
The questionnaire consists of several sections. In the first section, information about the use case was
collected so that the replies could be evaluated in the right context. If the respondent was thinking of
several use cases, he was asked to complete several copies of the questionnaire. This section
collected more focused and detailed information than the first questionnaire.
The next section focused on the reuse of software in robotics. The questionnaire tried to get to the
actual reasons hindering reuse and extend to which reuse is happening today. After this the hardware
requirements of the researchers where investigated. One of the goals was to determine the
attractiveness of common research platforms and how such platforms would need to be set up to
maximise their usefulness. In the fourth section the questionnaire collected information on the software
currently used by the researchers and the reasons for this.
The final compulsory section asked detailed questions about what kind of access models the
respondent could imagine. As such it is a contribution to Tasks 1.5 and 1.6. This part of the
questionnaire was developed based on the replies to the EURON questionnaire and the access
models developed within the consortium. It also asks questions about the purchasing procedures at
the institutions.
Finally general information about the researcher was collected and the contact details of the
respondent were requested. While this information was optional, the respondents that completed it can
be contacted to clarify issues should the need occur. Below this information is presented first so that
the reader of this report can take into account the context of the answers.
The questionnaire was sent out in three instalments. First, 44 people were contacted and asked about
specific robotic platforms. 28 responses were received at this point which means 63% of those
contacted responded. Next a further 72 people were contacted and asked to complete the
questionnaire in the light of a use case of their choice. Here 25 responses corresponding to 34% of
those contacted responded. Finally the questionnaire was also sent to the world wide community using
the robotics-worldwide and EURON-DIST mailing lists. A further 20 responses were collected meaning
overall 73 responses were received. While some of the replies were analysed before the third mailing
to ensure the responses would answer the questions as hoped, the outcome of this exercise was so
positive, that no changes were made to the questionnaire and therefore performing this intermediate
analysis had no effect on the results. In addition 7 people responded that they were unable or
unwilling to complete the questionnaire. In what follows each question and the responses given will be
presented.
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5.1. Personal information
Question 37 asked for some personal details such as telephone numbers for possible questions. While
some did supply this information we are of course not divulging it here.

5.1.1.

Question 38: What is your position in the supply chain?

As the graph above shows half or the respondents have a research background, a selected few of
these being in industrial research. A further quarter was from education and the last quarter had an
industrial background, either as system integrators or as hardware suppliers. This means that the
dataset is biased towards academic research but does contain a significant input from the industrial
side.

5.2. Description of use case
5.2.1.

Question 1: Please describe your use case in a sentence or two (e.g.
“Research into active vision”)

The first question asked the participants to choose a use case in the light of which they would answer
the questionnaire. Restricting the answers in this way helped both the respondents and the evaluators
to put the answers in the right light. In this section we are summarising the given use cases.
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The majority (30) of the use cases originated from “mobile manipulation”, most concentrating on
developing better robots for this field, concentrating on applications, or human-robot interaction in this
context. In a few use cases the focus was also on sensing, planning, or swarm robotics.
The next two groups of use cases concentrated on manipulators (18) and respectively mobile robots
(10). Activities in the former area were mostly concerned with the human-robot interaction aspects or
with specific, often industrially relevant applications. Most of the latter work concentrated on improving
navigation. In two cases the goal was to develop better robotic hands.
The remaining 15 use cases focused on human-robot interaction in other contexts or for sake of the
topic itself, making better robotic devices including flying ones, and robots cooperating in swarms.

5.2.2.

Question 2: Does the system you are describing exist?

5 people commented on the value of their robots which ranged from 30 to 500 k€. The median of the
stated values was 186 k€. Most of the described use cases were under development or were stated to
be under constant improvement. 6 respondents stated that the use case had not been realised as this
was not possible with the current state of the art.
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Question 3: Part played by robot described

It can be seen that just over three quarters of the respondents stated to be trying to improve robots or
their software. The respondent that replied with “other” said he was developing a new theoretical
framework for understanding how the physical structure of the hand enables and determines its
behaviours and cognitive function.

5.2.4.

Question 4: How many robots are cooperating in your system?

It can be seen above that two thirds of the robots described in the use cases operate alone, 15% have
one or two “playmates” and a further 15% operate in larger swarms.

5.2.5.

Question 5: Type of environment

Several questions were asked about the type of setting the robot(s) are in.
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5.2.5.1. Social setting

In three quarters of all use cases the robots operated in one type of environment. Of those operating
in more than one enviornment, just over half (can) operate in all three types of environments.
It should be noted, that the question asked the respondent to select one of the environments. Many
respondents ignored this instruction as is obviuos from the result. In hindsight, they were absolutly
right to do so. It would have also been interesting to differentiate between the “target” environment and
other “compatible” ones. The result given above may be distorted as some respondents will have tried
to stick to the instructions while others did not. It should further be noted, that the examples explaining
the notation in this section were added for the benefit of the reader of this report and were not given in
the questionnaire.

5.2.5.2. Indoor or outdoor robots
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It can be seen that most of the robots treated in the use cases operate indoors. Looking at the 8%
situated in- and outdoors, it would have been interesting to differentiate between primary and
secondary surroundings.

5.2.5.3. Changes in the environment

In a dynamic environment objects you may nor may not know about will be moving in such a way that
it is relevant to the robot. A mobile robot may, for example share its workspace with humans or other
vehicles. This question highlighted the fact that only very few of the use cases considered static
environments. Most of the static cases concentrated on industrial application development (e.g.
industrial assembly tasks).

5.2.5.4. Tidiness of the environment
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A good example of a structured environment would be a rail tunnel. A hospital corridor, in contrast,
would be an unstructured environment as trolleys, chairs, beds and other items may appear and
disappear at regular intervals. The use cases were equally split between systems considering
structured and unstructured environments.

5.2.5.5. Modifiability of the environment

Especially the challenges posed by an unstructured environment may be overcome by modifying it. If
frequent changes in the environment are a challenge for robots navigating using laser scanners, then
installing an indoor GPS system may be the solution. Modifications may also be necessary to
overcome physical limitations of the robots which may not be able to cope with, for example, a
staircase or a steep slope. About half the use cases describe situations where the environment could
be changed if necessary.

5.2.6.

Question 6: Level of closeness between humans and robots
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Another important question is how close the robots get to humans and how they interact. With this
question the participants were asked to make a statement in which category they placed their use
case. Not all respondents followed the instruction to only select one type of interaction. In these cases
their “closest” type of interaction selected was considered. The graph shows that the use cases were
quite evenly spread across all possibilities. Nearly half of the use cases allow robot and human to
touch each other, some only when the robot is stationary. One quarter try to avoid physical humanrobot interaction.

5.2.7.

Question 7: Type of user

With this question we wanted to analyse the type of user the system would interact with. The
respondent was asked to select one or several types of users that would interact with the system.
Interacting with a bystander was considered most challenging as the user has no previous konwledge
of the robot and may not even want to interact with the system. The least challenging setting was the
interaction with an expert, who has been trained extensively in using the system or if the system did
not have ot interact with humans. The data was evaluated in two different ways as outlined below.

During the first analysis only the most challenging type of interaction selected was relevant. A reply
indicating the system interacted with bystanders and experts, for example, was only counted in the
context of “interaction with bystander”. The ranking in decreasing order of “challengingness” used was:
“Interaction with bystander (e.g. visitor of a museum)”, “Frequent interaction with untrained user (e.g.
domestic user)”, “Interaction with trained user (e.g. user of professional service robot)”, “Interaction
with programmer / expert”, “No direct user interaction”.
As can be seen in the graph above, evaluating the information this way indicates that about a quarter
of the described systems will interact with bystanders, untrained and trained users respectively. Only
5% will interact only with experts and a further 14% do not involve user interaction. Two systems were
special cases. In the first soccer robots occasionally and unintentionally interact with a referee, who
could be considered either a trained or untrained user. In the other case the robot interacts frequently
with patients with physical and / or mental deficiencies. 7% of the answers were invalid as the
respondent selected “No interaction” in combination with one of the other types of interactions.
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Secondly we analysed the percentage of respondents reporting each type of interaction to be of
relevance in the context of their system. During this second analysis we did not check whether the
answer was consistent (i.e. whether “no interaction” was selected together with one of the other
options) as the respondent may refer to different phases in the systems life cycle. It can be seen that
most systems interact with trained, untrained or expert users. A significant proportion of the system
also interacts with bystanders or has no interaction. All respondents submitted a reply to this question.

5.2.8.

Question 8: Required human-robot interfaces

Next the respondents were asked to specify which of the following interfaces was used by their
system. They were allowed to select more than one interface. The results can be found in the graph
below. It should be noted that 88% of the systems use either touch or normal screens. Surprising was
also that over a third of the systems use speech in- and output for user interaction. A significant
number of systems also used other modes of input. This included simple buttons, “space-mice”, visual
systems to detect or track objects, faces, eyes and people, brain interfaces and other purpose build
systems.
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Required human-robot interfaces
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5.2.9.

Other

Haptic input device

Physical human-robot interaction
involving the structure of the
robot (e.g. sensitive skin)

Physical human-robot interaction
at flange only (e.g. force torque
sensor)

Wearable motion capture device
(e.g. motion glove)

Visual motion capture (e.g.
gestures)

Speech output

Voice recognition with natural
speech (open ended)

Voice recognition with natural
speech (using a fixed grammar /
predefined commands)

Touch screen

Screen output

Keyboard and mouse

0%

Questions on Autonomy

An autonomous robot needs to be able to perform a process or system adjustment without human
intervention. In this context questions about three aspects were deemed relevant and were therefore
included in the questionnaire. First a system needs to be able to detect to be able to react somehow.
Secondly, what can the system do to deal with the situation? Thirdly, the respondents were asked
about the type of events the system could deal with. Finally, the level of human involvement required
was determined.

5.2.9.1. Question 9: What kind of events can the robot detect
This question analysed which type of unexpected events the robot could detect. The respondent was
asked to select one or more of the options. The responses given are summarised by the graph below.
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It can be seen that over half of sensor and other hardware failures could be detected. The systems’
ability to detect software and exogeneous events were also quite strong. Only 11% of robots were
unable to detect any events. This number seemed much lower than expected.

5.2.9.2. Question 10: In what ways can the robot react to such events
Next the ways the systems could react to detected events was analysed. The respondents were again
asked to select one or more options here.

It can be seen in the graph below that most systems respond to detected faults by suspending
execution to ask a human for assistance or by just stopping execution. The most frequent way a
system can “repair itself” is a reconfiguration of the software.
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5.2.9.3. Question 11: What kind of events can the robot deal with?
The third question in the context of autonomy was posed to determine which types of events could the
systems deal with. The respondents were asked to select one of the given options. If a respondent did
not adhere to this, only the answer indicating the highest level of performance was considered. For the
avoidance of doubt, the levels of performance in decreasing order were: “The robot fully overcomes all
such events”, “The robot fully overcomes such events, that where foreseen during system design”,
“The robot partially overcomes all such events completing the task as well as possible”, “The robot
partially overcomes foreseen problems completing the task as well as possible”, “The robot recovers
only from anticipated events”, “The robot does not recover from such events”.
By nature all events relevant to autonomy are unexpected (otherwise they are just an event the robot
has been programmed to deal with). In the context of this question it is also important to know whether
an event was anticipated or foreseen by the programmer. If, for example, the programmer considered
the case that a drive belt may break sometime and took precautions, then the drive belt breaking at a
certain point in time is unexpected but anticipated.

About a quarter of the systems do not overcome such events. A further 18% overcome only events
that the programmer anticipated and therefore included a reaction in the systems programming. Nearly
40% can partially or fully (22% and 15% respectively) overcome events that were foreseen but not
explicitly dealt with by the programmer. Nearly a quarter of the system can partially or fully overcome
unforeseen events (19% and 3% respectively). The responses therefore indicated that about three
quarters of systems can at least partially overcome some problems.

5.2.9.4. Question 12: How does the system involve the human to overcome
problems?
The final question regarding autonomy aimed at the level of human involvement the system required
when overcoming the problem. The respondent was supposed to select only one option. If more than
one option was selected only the one indicating the highest level of autonomy was counted.
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It can be seen that over half of the systems will deal with at least some events without human
involvement. Just over a third of the systems were described as able to deal with the events they
detected without human involvement. Some of these were even able to choose whether they would
inform a human of the problem or not. 22% of the robots decide whether to ask a human. All remaining
systems always need a human to be involved. 11% make suggestions to a human. 21% give some
information about the problem but do not help to overcome it and 11% offer no assistance.

5.3. Use of third party software
rd

The second section of the questionnaire concentrated on 3 party software (software written by
others) and how it was used by the respondents.

5.3.1.

Question 14: Which criteria are relevant when choosing 3rd party
software to embed in your system

The first question tried to determine what influences the respondents when they decide whether to and
rd
which 3 party software to use in their systems. For each criteria they were asked to state the
relevance.
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It can be seen that the functionality, robustness, and qualtity of the documentation were of upmost
importance. Also very important were the availablitiy of source code and the license situation of the
software. Several replies mentioned that it is important that the source code is not only avaliable but
issued under an open source license.

5.3.2.

Question 15: Does your software include third party or reused
software?

The way this question was answered indicated that the respondents understood the question in many
different ways and a consistent analysis was hence not possible.

5.3.3.

Question 16: What prevents the reuse of software in your experience?

Not everyone reuses software. In fact, most likely the lack of reuse of software is holding back robotics
significantly. This question therefore tried to get to the reasons for the lack of reuse.
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The perception that the required software is not available seems to be the only outstanding
contribution to the problem. All other reasons seem to prevent reuse to similar extends. In the “other”
category the respondents mentioned that it was often hard to make the software work on different
hardware and that the licenses were sometimes to restrictive.

5.4. Hardware requirements
This section tried to find out more about the hardware requirements of the respondents. They were
asked to reply to Questions 17 to 19 independent of their use case.

5.4.1.

Question 17: Do you think common robotic platforms will be beneficial
to the field?

With “common robotic platform” we mean a de facto standard platform which the majority of
researchers and developers have access to. “Access” could mean any of the ways mentioned in
Question 34 (Section 5.6.1). Several positive effects could be imagined in this context, the most
prominent being an increased comparability of the work done at different locations around the world
(e.g. “this algorithms runs at this speed on the common platform X”).
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The respondents were asked whether such common platforms, independently of how this could be
realised, would benefit the field. The response was very positive as can be seen from the graph
above.

5.4.2.

Question 18: Would you be interested in using such a platform?

When asked whether they would be interested in using such a common platform themselves over
three quarters responded positively. Interestingly enough, though, only about 90% of those that think
common research platforms would benefit the field, think this also holds true for their work. As could
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be expected, no person that said that common research platforms would not benefit the field then
replied they would be interested in such a platform themselves.

5.4.3.

Question 19: If you are interested in such a common research platform,
please state why

In each of the categories mentioned in the graph below the respondents were asked to state the
importance for their reasoning with regards to the importance of common research platforms.

The most important reasons for those replying to the questionnaire were that they would avoid from
scratch developments and would have a platform which is well documented and supported by a
manufacturer and the community. Benchmarking was also a motivation stated frequently.

5.4.4.

Question 20: What are your requirements with regards to the
locomotion system?

The respondents were asked to answer all further questions in this section in the context of the use
case they described. The first of the use case focused questions aimed to find out more about the kind
of locomotion system required.
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The respondents were asked to select one type of locomotion system. Just over a quarter of the
systems do not require a locomotion system to allow them to relocate autonomously (i.e. they are
either stationary or relocated manually). Nearly half the systems rely on wheel based systems. In the
“Others” category 4 people stated any all-terrain system would do mentioning a tracked system in one
case. One respondent mentioned flying systems. About 5% of the replies were considered invalid as
more than one locomotion system was selected.

5.4.5.

Question 21: What are your manipulator requirements

Next the manipulator requirements were analysed. Exactly three quarters of the use cases require a
manipulator of some kind.
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5.4.5.1. How many manipulators do you need?

About half of the use cases need one or more manipulators. The rest of those that answered the
question need 2 or 3 manipulators. Interestingly enough 4% of those that did state that they needed a
manipulator did not answer this question. In the graph, a “+” indicates that the respondent was not
specific on the number of manipulators. A statement such as “1 to 2” or “2 to 6” manipulators was
counted as “1+” and “2+” respectively.

5.4.5.2. What type of manipulator do you need (e.g. serial, parallel, scara)?

About half of the use cases require manipulator(s) with serial kinematics. Just under a quarter of those
who stated a need for a manipulator do not seem to be sure of its type yet as they did not answer this
question.
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5.4.5.3. How many degrees of freedom do you need?

About a quarter of the respondents could use a standard industrial robot with 6 degrees of freedom or
fewer. Just over a quarter require at least some redundancy and therefore need 7 or more degrees of
freedom. 6% of those with manipulation needs did not respond to this question.

5.4.5.4. What payload do you require?

The graph shows what kind of payload the manipulators will have to lift. An arm strong enough to lift
10kg should be sufficient for about half the use cases. Over 10% of those that want to use a
manipulator did not answer this question.

5.4.5.5. What other requirements do you have?
The participants stated the reconfigurability and dynamic range to be very important. Further, they
would like the manipulator to have an open interface and to be safe to use around humans. Some
integrated sensing allowing for impedance control and industrial grade accuracy, stiffness but also
compliance were also mentioned. A nice market would be 2 degree of freedom arm with a payload of
1 or 2 kg which is light enough to be attached to a quadrocopter.
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Question 22: What are your end effectors requirements

As can be seen from the graph above about three quarters attach some kind of tool to the
manipulator. Just over half need a gripper or dexterous hand. In the category “Others” tools with
integrated sensing and working tools such as welding guns, drills, and screw drivers were mentioned
most prominently. Some mentioned tools specifically made for a task.

5.4.7.

Question 23: Which communication channel(s) do you (want to) use?

The interface type used most often is Ethernet followed by USB and wireless LAN. With some
distance RS232 and CAN-bus follow. In the “Others” category only Firewire and ZigBee were
mentioned more than once.
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Question 24: How do you want to control the position of the robot?

Cartesian control is the most popular with over 50% wanting to make use of these control modes.
However, only a small difference to joint level control modes can be seen. Over a third of the users
would like to use impedance control modes. One participant mentioned a desire to use a gravity
compensation mode.

5.4.9.

Question 25: Your use of sensors

When asked, about 10% of the respondents replied that they do not utilise sensors. As these would
not have answered the rest of Question 25, these 10% were taken out of the equation for the figures.
It can clearly be seen that about two thirds of the sensors are extrospective and capture data
continuously.
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Three quarters of the system use some kind of vision sensor as can be seen from the first three
columns above. A similar proportion of the systems include a range finding sensor. This also means
that at least 50% of the systems must have both types of sensors. Over a fifth of the systems also
utilise force sensors. Given that 27% stated that their robots will be able to process human speech
(Question 8, Section 5.2.8), the low number of systems with audio sensors is surprising, however.

5.4.10. Question 26: Please consider the properties of the systems below in the
light of your work.

Next the participants were asked to look at some robotic platforms most of which are available within
the BRICS consortium. For each case they were asked to state how useful the system could be in the
context of their use case. It can be seen that the Care-O-bot with a KUKA lightweight robot (LWR)
would have been the most appropriate choice for the highest proportion of the use cases. The
differences between the most popular platforms were marginal though, especially if one considers also
the cases where the system partially fulfils the requirements of the use cases. One criticism of the
respondents was, that this question did not offer any outdoor capable and legged systems for
comparison. The former is especially significant if we consider that 20% of the use cases operate
outdoors at least some of the time (Question 5, Section 5.2.5.2).
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shortcomings

how would you
change

Blue Mob

Size, sensors, safety,
robustness

Not omni-directional, price,
lack of manipulation devices

Add manipulator and
sensing

Gilberto

Sensors, human
interaction

Not omni-directional, price,
lack of manipulation devices

Add manipulator and
pan-tilt head, reduce
in size

Standard Arm

Robustness, value-formoney, interfaces,
payload, precision,
technology transfer, safety
rating

Lack of mobility and sensing,
safety concerns, too large,
controller is black box, lack
of force control

Add mobility, open
interface, smaller,
add sensing

LWR

Lightweight, robust, control
modes, open interface,
sensing, redundancy

Closed source, price,
mobility, size of controller,
not in safe technology

Add mobility and
hand, safety rating

youBot

Omni-directional,
expandable, mobile,
lightweight, affordable,

5 DoF, too big/small,
payload, lack of sensors,
price

6DoF, add breaks,
absolute encoders,
add sensors

omniRob

Complete kinematic chain,
robustness, safety, omnidirectional, dimensions,
sensors

Lack of interface, too big,
price, outdoor, unlevel floors,
interfaces, safety rating

Reduce size, add
sensors, add second
manipulator, multi
terrain,

Care-O-bot

Mobile manipulator,
gripper, sensor head,
battery, open softwarestack

Cost, fixed configuration,
single arm only, arm not
compliant, no force control,
weight

Reduce size, 2
modularity

Cost, size, outdoor
capabilities, weight, lack of
hand, single arm, fixed
configuration

Same as standard
Care-O-bot

Base too big, cost, too many
computers needed, too
complex, outdoor capability

Reduce size, safety
certification, redesign
of control architecture

LWR Care-O-bot Same as standard Care-Obot plus safety and
interaction capabilities,

Rolling Justin

2 arm system, good for
human-robot interaction,
hands, strength, sensor
head,
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5.5. Software requirements
5.5.1.

Question 27: Which operating system(s) do you use on your robots

VxWorks
3%
Unix
0%

MacOS
0%

Which OS do you use on your robots?
QNX
0%

Other
3%

Windows, Linux and
VxWorks
4%

Windows, Linux and QNX
4%
Windows, Linux and
MacOS
5%
Windows, Linux
and Other
3%

Windows, Linux and Unix
1%

Linux
34%
Using more
than 1 OS
47%

Windows
14%

Windows,
Linux,
VxWorks
and QNX
3%

Windows and Other
4%

Linux and
VxWorks
3%

Windows and QNX
3%
Windows and VxWorks
3%
Windows and Linux
5%

Linux and Other
3%

No answer
4%

The two graphs above show which operating systems (OS) are used on robots. The first figure adds
up all uses of the different operating systems, whether they are used by themselves or in combination
with others. It can be seen that about a third of all systems utilise Windows and over 40% use Linux.
8% of respondents stated that they employ “Other” operating systems. Two of these mentioned RTAI,
another two XO2 and a final two develop their own operating systems. FreeRTOS, NET+OS and
WindowsCE were mentioned once each.
In the second graph we differentiate between cases where the operating system is used by itself or in
combination with another operating system. This shows that half of the systems using windows also
run at least one more operating system. The same holds for 8% of the systems using Linux. Nearly
half of all systems use more than one operating system. The most popular combinations are “Windows
and Linux” and “Windows, Linux, and MacOS”.
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The deciding factors included pricing, availability of source code and license used, flexibility and
available development tools, ease of integration of hardware, real time and safety capabilities and
popularity. Another important factor seemed to be development history.

5.5.2.

Question 28: Which development tools do you use:

Which development tools do you use?
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
CAD

Compiler

Simulation tool Modelling tool

IDE

None or no
answer

Almost three quarters of the participants stated that they use compilers and many of them several. A
third of the respondents stated that they use GCC and GNU. A further 20% used Visual Studio.
Just under half of the respondents use CAD software, simulation tools and integrated development
environments (IDE). The most popular CAD software with 9, 6 and 5 responses respectively were
ProEngineer, SolidWorks and AutoCAD. MATLAB/Simulink and Gazebo were the most popular
simulation tools, followed by Webots. The most popular IDEs were ECLIPSE only rivalled (with some
distance) by Visual Studio.
Not even 20% of the participants used modelling tools with Blender being the most popular with some
distance.

5.5.3.

Question 29: Which programming language do you use to program
your robots

The most popular programming languages of the responding roboticists is C++ by some distance. C
and the scripting language Python are the only contenders. None of the languages mentioned in the
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“Others” category were mentioned more than once. The main motives when choosing the
programming language were speed, reliability, portability, documentation and support, level of the
language and the availability of libraries and APIs for hardware used.

5.5.4.

Question 30: Which middleware do you use:

About two thirds of the participants use middleware in their systems. The most popular middleware
mentioned by 12 respondents was ROS followed by CORBA and ICE with 4 mentions each. YARP
and DCDT were the only other middlewares being mentioned more than once. Decisions about
middleware were based mainly on performance, support, ease of integration and flexibility. There were
several remarks that it was hard to find a middleware with appropriate properties.

5.5.5.

Question 31: Which component model do you use:

Not even half of the respondents use a component model based approach, but of those that do use it,
about half use OROCOS. ROS was mentioned 4 times and some people developed their own. The
reasons for selecting a certain component model where the quality of documentation, whether a
community willing to give assistance existed, and real-time capabilities.
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Question 32: Which motion planning software do you use?

Just over half of the respondents used motion planning software. The most popular choices were
OpenRAVE and RobWork. Move3D and OMPL were also mentioned more than once. Here a major
deciding factor was whether the participant had used the software before and what the exact
requirements were. Several people were involved in developing their own software.

5.5.7.

Question 33: Which perception software do you use?

Three quarters of the participants used perception software and nearly all of them used OpenCV. No
other package was mentioned more than once. Some mentioned that they were involved in perception
research and were hence writing their own code. The reasons behind making a choice here were
performance of the algorithm(s), availability and cost, software license and compatibility with the rest
of the system (hardware and software).
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5.6. Access models
5.6.1.

Question 34: How would you prefer to access hardware that you could
afford?

How would you prefer to access hardware that
you could afford?
80

No answer

70
60

This is not an option

50
40

I would not use this option

30
I hope I don't have to consider
this option

20
10

I would consider this option

0
Buying a Buying a Rent a Rent to CERN of Share a Remote
new
used platform buy robotics platform access to
platform platform
robot

I would use this option

Just over half the people said that they would always buy the platform if they could afford it and a
further quarter would at least consider it. Half the people would buy or consider buying a used platform
but the respondents were quite decided that they would rather not use one of the “sharing access
models” suggested if they could avoid it.

5.6.2.

Question 35: How would you prefer to access hardware that you could
not afford?

How would you prefer to access hardware that
you could NOT afford?
80

No answer

70
60

This is not an option

50
40

I would not use this option

30
20

I hope I don't have to consider
this option

10
0

I would consider this option
Buying a
Rent a
used
platform
platform

Rent to
buy

CERN of
robotics

Share a Remote
platform access to
robot

I would use this option

In contrast to the previous question, this one forces the respondent to assume he or she does not
have enough money to buy a platform. In this case most would prefer to join forces with a partner
rather than sharing a platform with anonymous others. Surprisingly enough this option was more
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popular than buying a used platform. Renting a platform, be it rent-to-buy or otherwise, was not a
popular choice in either scenario.

5.6.3.

Question 36: If you took part in one of the “robot sharing schemes”

The options “CERN of robotics”, “Sharing a platform” and “Remote access” above require people to
share access to a robot. In this context it is of course important to know how often and how long they
require access to the robot. The graph shows quite clearly that most people need access for shorter
periods of time, but some very often per year. Only one person stated that they needed access for
more than a month at a time (assuming an 8h working day, a month has about 160 hours – some
experiments may of course run continuously without supervision allowing for more hours in a month).
Most people perform experiments less than a dozen times a year. Of those needing access to the
robot more often than two dozen times a year, 1 or 2 days are enough.

This second graph shows how much time the experiments need in total. About a third need less than
one month in total and roughly 25% take more than a quarter of a year (about 480 hours).
The dataset contained 3 replies that were considered incorrect as the experimental time exceeded the
number of working hours in a year significantly. As these replies were also extreme outliers they were
excluded.
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6. Conclusions
Three questionnaires have been evaluated. The outcome of the first questionnaire can be summarised
as follows: the community would see a real benefit in a common research platform as long as it is
modular enough to allow individual research topics to be followed and the pricing is such that it would
reduced costs overall. The consortium used these first results and their own experiences for initial
decisions regarding, for example, the showcases. The results were described in more detail in
Sections 2.2.
The second questionnaire focused on requirements for the interface of the KUKA LWR. The
conclusions of each question are summarised in each of the subsections of Section 3.1. Based on its
findings the interface was designed as described in Section 3.2. This interface has been used several
times and to date the feedback was positive. One improvement has been suggested: if the interface
returned a quality of service indicator, the controller may be able to adjust to the situation. KUKA has
developed suggestions on how its controller could be expanded to fulfil various requirements stated
which is currently being discussed within the consortium.
The hardware needs for the showcases has been analysed as described in Section 4. Especially
questions 4 and 5 of the first questionnaire (Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5) gave feedback on the
requirements of the community. If the “kit” included all components required for mobile manipulation,
this would allow the majority of research interests to be followed. Such a system would consist of an
ideally omni-directional mobile platform, one or two manipulators, a gripping device, and several
different sensing components. The number of degrees of freedom required for the manipulator(s)
depends on the application, but it can be said that generally 6 are a must and 7 would be desirable, in
particular if more than one manipulator is used. The nature of the gripping device again depends on
the application but two or three finger grippers or dexterous hands were required most often. A wide
variety of sensing devices were applicable ranging from vision, via laser scanners (mostly for
navigation and safe mobility purposes) to time of flight sensors.
A third questionnaire has been designed to close some of the gaps left by the first two questionnaires.
Its evaluation confirmed the results gathered before. The stated use cases were spread across a wide
set of fields and hence the requirements varied enormously. Therefore, findings were very hard to
summarise without a set focus. This made it impossible to draw conclusions reaching further than
those made above. Having said that, every work package of BRICS can benefit from these results as it
is possible to draw conclusions in the context of the specific tasks set by each of them.
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7. Appendix: The questionnaires as they were distributed
7.1. Questionnaire distributed via EURON-DIST
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7.2. Questionnaire: Analysis of the Fast Research Interface
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7.3. Questionnaire: Functional requirements of the community
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